Numerical investigating plasmon sensitivity and SERS enhancement of individual TiN nanosphere multimers.
Titanium nitride (TiN) nanoparticles have recently been considered as potential candidates for plasmonic materials, which support localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) and show excellent thermal stability with high melting point. The electromagnetic (EM) field coupling and gap distance in-between components of individual TiN-nanosphere multimers are critical parameters affecting their plasmonic sensitivity and surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) performances, both of which are numerically investigated by finite element method (FEM). It demonstrates that the fractional shifts of both their dipolar LSPR wavelength and refractive index sensitivity factor S follow the universal "plasmon ruler", which is explained well in terms of their EM field distributions. The response of their obtained S to LSPR wavelength is also presented and elucidated in terms of TiN's optical response of dielectric constants. Their maximum S and SERS enhancement (excited by three normally available lasers in experiments) are predicted as well, both of which are even comparable to some of Au dimeric nanoparticles. The present work holds great promise for non-noble metal plasmonic material development in applications of both SERS and plasmonic sensing.